Benvenuti, Wilkommen, Bienvenue, Welcome to HotOS-XII & Monte Verità
Stats

• 84 submissions, 22 accepts = 26%
  – 2 with PC members as co-authors

• authors’ institutions (accepted papers)
  – 6 industry-only
  – 14 academic-only
  – 2 industry + academic co-authors

• institution locations (accepted papers)
  – 14 Americas (US & Canada)
  – 5 Europe
  – 1 Asia (China)
Schedule Highlights

• Think Big: “so crazy it just might work”
  – grand visions, pushing the envelope
  – use dinner as discussion/inspiration time

• Outrageous Opinions
  – lubricated discussion
  – “so crazy it probably won’t work”—but would be fun to think about it
  – Dinner on your own afterward

• Signups available for both

• Recap major themes during Weds. wrap-up
Other logistics

• Meals in Ristorante, breaks in Bar Roccia
• Mothy has a limited number of travel adapters
• Interested in group travel back to Zürich on Wednesday?
  – shuttle to Locarno train station
  – train to Zürich dep. 14.45 arr. 17.51 (IR 2286)
  – signup if interested: name, # passengers
Thanks...

• Everyone who submitted and/or is here
• Program committee
  George Candea    Eddie Kohler    Marvin Theimer
  Garth Gibson    Petros Maniatis    Timothy Roscoe
  Rebecca Isaacs    Kimberly Keeton    Michael L. Scott
  Amin Vahdat    Dan S. Wallach
• ETH Systems Group, esp. Timothy Roscoe
• Eddie Kohler for HotCRP
• Ellie Young, Devon Shaw, Jennifer Peterson, Jane-Ellen Long, and everyone at USENIX!
Introducing Adam Greenfield...